
Land a traditional book publisher 
in less than six weeks.

“A revolutionary way for authors to 
get their book out there.”



Landing a publisher can be a frustrating, convoluted process. 
Yet, most speakers and professionals want to publish a book.

Publishizer takes an enlivening approach to publishing 
acquisitions. We are a digital literary agency that uses pre-orders 
to negotiate publishing deals for authors we believe in.

90% of traditionally published nonfiction books land a publisher 
before the manuscript is written – that’s where we come in.

All you need to do is sell pre-orders. We take care of querying 
publishers and negotiating the publishing deal for you.

THE IMPACT



AUTHORS Publishizer is a NYC-based startup that’s helped hundreds of authors get 

published. Authors have used Publishizer to earn over $1 million – all in  

pre-orders.

Derek Loudermilk
Pro athlete, scientist, 
and host of The Art of 
Adventure podcast
Superconductors 
Kogan Page

Melissa Stangl
Biomedical engineer 
and Ayahuasca retreat 
facilitator
Roots of 
Consciousness

Sunbury Press

Ajit Nawalkha
Co-founder of 
MindValley and 
Evercoach
Live Big
BenBella Books

Dr Michael Cotton
Founder of Higher 
Brain Living, certified 
chiropractor
Source Code 
Meditation

Findhorn Press

Stu Krieger

Novelist, Screenwriter 
of animated classic 
The Land Before Time

That One Cigarette
Harvard Square 
Editions



PUBLISHERS Publishizer uses proprietary software to query your proposal to a 

targeted list of acquiring editors from traditional publishers, including 

these ones.



PROCESS Working with Publishizer is a three phase process. It begins with 

writing a compelling book proposal and ends with signing a book 

deal.

Write a proposal.  

Write 1000 words 
yourself, or let us 

interview you and write 
it for a fee.

PROPOSAL PRE-ORDERS PUBLISHER

Sell pre-orders.  

Connect your email 
contacts list and sell pre-
orders on Publishizer for 

30-days.

Sign a book deal. 

Receive publishing offers 
from traditional and 

independent publishers, 
and choose the best one.

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3



*We cannot guarantee paid advances. We guarantee an independent publishing deal when you sell 500 pre-orders. 
Expect interest from traditional publishers with 1000 pre-orders and interest from Big Five imprints with 5000 pre-
orders.

BIG FIVE IMPRINTS TRADITIONAL INDEPENDENT

EDITING & DESIGN

MARKETING

DISTRIBUTION

PAID ADVANCE*

THE DEAL Publishizer uses your pre-order sales to negotiate a publishing 

deal for you. Our agents work with you from beginning to end, 

through to signing a deal.



TESTIMONIALS
We pride ourselves on working with world-class thought 

leaders, speakers, coaches, investors, and people doing 

interesting things.

“Publishing is changing, and Publishizer is at the forefront of the industry.”

Jeremiah Gardner, author of The Lean Brand (Market By Numbers Press)

“The team at Publishizer was super professional and a joy to work with.”

Daniel Cleland, author of Pulse of the Jungle (Lioncrest Publishing)

“I would recommend Publishizer to any author looking to run a pre-orders campaign.”

Sangeet Choudary, author of Platform Scale (WW Norton)



QUESTIONS?

What are the fees involved?
There are no fees to submit a proposal or launch a campaign. We keep a 15% fee on pre-orders, 
advances, and royalties.

What kind of publishers do you work with?
We work with traditional, advance-paying publishers, although we cannot guarantee an advance. 
To guarantee you get a deal, we also work with high-quality, reputable independent publishers.

What happens to the money raised through pre-orders?
Allow 50% of pre-order funds for your publisher to cover printing and fulfilment of pre-orders. 
Publishizer keeps a 15% fee, and allow 5% for payment processing fees. You walk away with 30% 
of pre-order funds, a book deal, and a publisher you love.

How do I sell pre-orders?
You connect your email contacts list on Publishizer, and send invites. We provide book marketing 
tools including Facebook Ads, Twitter integration, and custom links for tracking conversions. 
Publishizer does not do marketing for authors. Each print copy must sell for at least $20.

Can you write the book proposal for me?
Yes. We offer a done-for-you book proposal writing service for a fee, and we can arrange a ghost 
writer to write the book for you. Ask for more details.



GET PUBLISHED

Lee Constantine 
lee@publishizer.com 
www.calendly.com/leeconstantine

www.publishizer.com

Guy Vincent 
Founder and CEO 

Schedule a call with one of our owners to begin your 

Publishizer journey. We’re here for your publishing success.


